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Prerequisites

The course doesn't have specific prerequisites, but it is considered as a continuity of specialised subjects such
as Written and audio-visual communication languages, Audio-visual narrative and Technologies in Audiovisual
Communication.

Classes are taught in Catalan and/or Spanish.

Objectives and Contextualisation

The course is integrated into the topic "Audiovisual Language". This topic in Audio-visual Communication
degree provides advanced knowledges about expressive structures and audio-visual language uses to build
messages in television, cinema, radio, multimedia and social media.

The course, within the training block, is aimed to provide the general concepts and the theoretical foundations
for the creative conception and production of television and cinema products.

Competences

Be familiar with and use different audiovisual languages.
Disseminate the area's knowledge and innovations.
Manage time effectively.
Show leadership, negotiation and team-working capacity, as well as problem-solving skills.
Use advanced technologies for optimum professional development.
Use one's imagination with flexibility, originality and ease.

Learning Outcomes
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Learning Outcomes

Apply theoretical principles to audiovisual processes.
Develop quality audiovisual products and introduce an innovative aesthetic therein.
Disseminate the area's knowledge and innovations.
Manage time effectively.
Master technological tools in audiovisual production.
Show leadership, negotiation and team-working capacity, as well as problem-solving skills.
Use advanced technologies for optimum professional development.
Use one's imagination with flexibility, originality and ease.

Content

1. Camera Movements and its functions

2. Mise-en-scène

3. Composition

4. Production organization

5. Editing, construction of discourse and narrative temporality

6. Audiovisual language, interactive media and social networks

The course will foster gender perspective in all its activities.

The calendar will be available on the first day of class. Students will find all information on the Virtual Campus:
the description of the activities, teaching materials, and any necessary information for the proper follow-up of
the subject. In case of a change of teaching modality for health reasons, teachers will make readjustments in
the schedule and methodologies.

Methodology

The acquisition of knowledge will be done through various methodological procedures that include lectures and
laboratory practices.

The methodology will project-based learning (PBL), which transversely will back all the training activities of the
subject.

In the theoretical lectures, there will be an exposition of the contents of the course. As for the practices, they
will be carried out in groups at the university television studios and in editing rooms. These practices will aid to
apply into real cases what was learned in the previous theoretical sessions. The design and practices
preparation and the different related documents are part of the autonomous work of the students.

An exam will be applied with the aim of knowing the degree of theoretical knowledge achieved, as well as the
ability to apply this knowledge.

Students will be able to take optional tutorials sessions with teachers.

Annotation: Within the schedule set by the centre or degree programme, 15 minutes of one class will be
reserved for students to evaluate their lecturers and their courses or modules through questionnaires.
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Activities

Title Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Type: Directed

Laboratory practices 33 1.32 1, 8, 6, 5, 4, 2, 7

Master Classes 15 0.6 1, 3

Type: Supervised

Tutorials 7.5 0.3 4

Type: Autonomous

Readings, preparation of practices, preparation of tests 87 3.48 8, 5, 4, 2

Assessment

This subject does not contemplate the single evaluation system.

There will be three types of assessment: A) written examination, B) laboratory practices and C) practices'
reports and production documents.

THE EVALUATION ACTIVITIES ARE:

A) Written exam, 30% in the final grade.

Project-based learning (PBL) will be implemented, which consists of the design, preparation and elaboration of
an audiovisual project with several deliveries from different parts of the project with feedback and the possibility
of improving these deliveries. This project will be developed throughout the course through various evaluable
activities of analysis and audiovisual creation that consist of:

B) Laboratory practices, 40% in the final grade.

C) Practical activities' reports, production documents, 30% in the final grade.

Students need to be evaluated on the different parts of the course to get a final grade. The final grade will be
the result of the weighted sum of the partial grades.

No average mark will be made if the grade of any evaluation activity is lower than 5.

Re-evaluation

Students will be entitled to the re-evaluation of the subject. They should present a minimum of activities that
equals two-thirds of the total grading.

The practices are excluded from the  process (competencies and skills not acquired throughoutre-evaluation
the course can hardly be achieved in a couple of weeks).

Students who have participated in the ordinary evaluation and fail may recover the grade if they have obtained
a minimum grade of 3.5.

Even if the students achieve a mark higher than 5 in a re-evaluation activity, their maximum mark in this activity
will be a 5.

Second Enrolment
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Second Enrolment

In the case of a second enrolment, students can do a single synthesis exam/assignment that will consist of a
test with theoreticaland practical questions. The grading of the subject will correspond to the grade of the
synthesis exam/assignment.

Plagiarism

In the event that the student performs any irregularity that may lead to a significant variation of an evaluation
act, this evaluation act will be graded with 0, regardless of the disciplinary process that could be instructed. In
the event, that several irregularities occur in the evaluation acts of the same subject, the final grade for this
subject will be 0

Assessment Activities

Title Weighting Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Laboratory practices 40% 4 0.16 1, 8, 6, 3, 5, 4, 2, 7

Practices reports and production documents 30% 1 0.04 1, 8, 6, 5, 4, 2, 7

Written exam 30% 2.5 0.1 1, 4
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Software

Da Vinci Resolve or Similar Video Editing Software

Ganesha (UAB platform for sharing/adding audiovisual files).

It is recommended to consult the tutorials published on the Faculty's website: https:
//www.uab.cat/web/coneix-la-facultat/serveis-de-la-facultat/laboratoris-audiovisuals/tutorials-videos-laboratoris-audiovisuals
-fcc-1345828154136.html
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